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Abstract: Heavy scalar and pseudoscalar resonance searches through the gg → S → tt¯
process are challenging due to the peculiar behavior of the large interference effects with the
standard model tt¯ background. Such effects generate non-trivial lineshapes from additional
relative phases between the signal and background amplitudes. We provide the analytic
expressions for the differential cross sections to understand the interference effects in the
heavy scalar signal lineshapes. We extend our study to the case of CP-violation and further
consider the effect of bottom quarks in the production and decay processes. We also evaluate
the contributions from additional particles to the gluon fusion production process, such as
stops and vector-like quarks, that could lead to significant changes in the behavior of the
signal lineshapes. Taking into account the large interference effects, we perform lineshape
searches at the LHC and discuss the importance of the systematic uncertainties and smearing
effects. We present projected sensitivities for two LHC performance scenarios to probe the
gg → S → tt¯ channel in various models.
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1 Introduction
The discovery of the Higgs boson is a great triumph of the Standard Model (SM) and has
opened a new era in particle physics. Being the first fundamental scalar particle ever ob-
served, the existence of the Higgs boson substantiates the questioning of basic concepts in
particle physics, such as the hierarchy problem, the naturalness problem and the true nature
of neutrino masses. It also opens a window for possible connections to dark matter and the
origin of the matter-anti matter asymmetry. Many of these conundrums can be (partially)
addressed by some of the best motivated models currently under exploration, such as super-
symmetry (SUSY) [1–3], composite Higgs models [4–7], extended gauge symmetries – e.g.
grand unification theories [8], and extended Higgs models such as two-Higgs doublet models
(2HDM) [9]. Most of these extensions of the SM require additional scalar bosons. This poses
two basic questions: would there be additional scalar bosons at the electroweak scale?; how
can they be sought at the LHC?
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It will be challenging to discover a heavy scalar at the LHC, in particular if its couplings
to electroweak gauge bosons are small compared to its couplings to third generation fermions,
as occurs in many extensions of the SM. Hence, we will focus on the decays of a heavy scalar
into the tt¯ final state. Hierarchical couplings of the heavy scalars to light quarks lead to low
production rates through tree-level processes and the tt¯ final state has large backgrounds from
SM hadronic processes. In addition, as has been noticed in an earlier work [10] and recently
discussed in a related context [11–15], the production of a heavy Higgs boson through top-loop
induced gluon-gluon-fusion with its subsequent decay into tt¯ has a very large interference effect
with the SM background. This large interference effect is further augmented by a non-trivial
relative phase between the signal and the SM background amplitude, leading to a complex
structure of the signal lineshape as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass. Possible lineshapes
vary from a pure bump to bump-dip, dip-bump and pure dip structures depending on the
different heavy scalar masses and the possible additional effects of other new particles in the
loop. Authors in Ref. [11] studied the gg → S → tt¯ channel in supersymmetric and Little
Higgs models at the LHC and considered a parton level analysis without taking into account
the effects of smearing on the reconstructed tt¯ invariant mass and the systematic uncertainties.
More recent works [14, 15] have considered such effects on the signal total rates. In many
cases, however, it is necessary to go beyond a parametrization in terms of the total rate since
this may overlook cancelations between the peak and the dip structures after smearing. The
previous studies triggered the interest of the community in further investigating the discovery
potential for heavy scalars in tt¯ final states.
In this work we concentrate on the unique features of the interference effects in the
gg → S → tt¯, to investigate the feasibility of heavy scalar searches at the LHC. In Sec. 2 we
provide a detailed study in the baseline model with only top-quark loops contributing to the
production vertex. In Sec. 3 we expand our study to consider additional effects in extensions
of the baseline model. In particular, we investigate the effects of two nearly degenerate Higgs
bosons, as in 2HDMs, both for CP eigenstates and in the case of CP-violation in the Higgs
sector. Moreover, in Sec. 3 we also study the effects of additional particles, beyond the top
quark, contributing to the production vertex. These include effects from bottom quarks that
become relevant in a Type II 2HDMs with sizable ratio of the two Higgs vacuum expectation
values (tanβ), heavy colored particles such as stops in SUSY models and Vector-Like Quarks
(VLQs) that naturally appear in composite Higgs scenarios. Also in Sec. 3, we present a
study to highlight the relevance of interference effects in the tt¯ final state for a prospective
750 GeV scalar that could account for the excess in the di-photon channel observed at the
LHC experiments [16, 17]. In Sec. 4 we perform detailed collider analyses to investigate the
reach at the 13 TeV LHC in the search for tt¯ resonances in the presence of large interference
effects, emphasizing the importance of smearing effects and systematic uncertainties. We
propose a a lineshape search at the LHC, taking into account both the excess and deficit as
part of the signal for two LHC performance scenarios. We demonstrate the physics potential
of this new search in examples of the baseline model and a 2HDM, including the possibility
of nearly degenerate bosons with and without CP-violation. We reserve Sec. 5 to summarize,
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and briefly discuss possible future directions for scalar resonance searches in the tt¯ final state.
2 The baseline model: a single resonance from top quark loops
The importance of the gg → S → tt¯ channel well justifies a comprehensive study of all the
subtleties inherent to this signal, in particular the interference effects. In this section, we
analyze the baseline model that only takes into account the top quark contribution to the
gluon fusion production process and considers the effects of one additional single heavy scalar
at a time.
2.1 The interference effects anatomized
In the following we focus on heavy neutral scalars that are not charged under the standard
model gauge groups after electroweak symmetry breaking (color and electrically neutral). In
many beyond the standard model extensions, the additional scalar couplings to fermions are
hierarchical, according to the fermion masses. We adopt such simple set-up for the heavy
scalar couplings to the SM fermion sector, which renders the production rate from qq¯ fusion
process small and, at the same time, makes the gluon fusion process the dominant production
mode.
In addition, for example in CP-conserving 2HDMs, one can study the effects of the
CP-even or CP-odd heavy Higgs bosons produced via gluon fusion and decaying into top
pairs, that destructively interfere with the SM tt¯ background. The baseline model considers
only top quark contributions to the gluon fusion production process, and this is appropriate,
e.g. for a Type II 2HDM at low tanβ, but could be otherwise for moderate to large values
tanβ, for which the bottom loop becomes relevant. Moreover, generic 2HDMs usually assume
no additional relevant colored particles other than the standard model fermions and gauge
bosons.
The above consideration motivates us to write down the following interaction terms of a
general Lagrangian for a heavy scalar after electroweak symmetry breaking:
LYukawa ⊃ y
s
i√
2
t¯tS + i
y˜si√
2
t¯γ5tS . (2.1)
The top-loop in the triangle diagram induces an effective gluon-gluon-scalar vertex. This can
also be expressed by effective interactions,
LYukawa loop−induced========⇒ −1
4
gSgg(sˆ)GµνG
µνS − i
2
g˜Sgg(sˆ)G˜µνG
µνS, (2.2)
where G˜µν ≡ 12µναβGαβ. This expression is given in terms of form factors of the loop-induced
vertices that explicitly depend on sˆ.
We concentrate on the flavor diagonal Yukawa-like couplings between the heavy scalar S
and the chiral fermion fields, since only these diagonal terms contribute to the loop-induced
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Figure 1. Loop functions of the fermion induced gluon-gluon-scalar vertex as a function of the
parameter
√
τ ≡ √sˆ/(2mf ), for a CP-even scalar (solid line) and a CP-odd scalar (dashed lines),
respectively. The blue, yellow and green lines correspond to the absolute value, real component and
imaginary component of the loop functions, respectively. For convenience, we show the corresponding
center of mass energy
√
sˆ in units of GeV for the case of a top quark loop on the upper edge of the
figure.
Sgg couplings. The Sgg couplings depend on the Yukawa interactions and corresponding
fermion masses,
gSgg(sˆ) =
αs
2
√
2pi
yst
mt
I 1
2
(τt), g˜Sgg(sˆ) =
αs
2
√
2pi
y˜st
mt
I˜ 1
2
(τt), (2.3)
where I 1
2
(τt) and I˜ 1
2
(τt) are the corresponding loop-functions and
1
τt =
sˆ
4m2t
, f(τ) =

arcsin2(
√
τ) for τ ≤ 1,
−14
(
log
1+
√
1−1/τ
1−
√
1−1/τ − ipi
)2
for τ > 1
I1/2(τ) =
1
τ2
(τ + (τ − 1)f(τ)), I˜1/2(τ) =
f(τ)
τ
. (2.4)
In the above, yst is the Yukawa coupling of the heavy scalar to the top quark, whose mass is
denoted by mt.
In Fig. 1 we show the numerical values of the loop functions. For convenience, we also
label the upper edge of the x-axis in the figure with the corresponding center of mass energy√
sˆ for the case of a top quark loop. Although we are writing these effective form factors
1Alternatively, these more conventional loop-functions can be written in terms of kinematic variable β as
shown and discussed in the Appendix. The kinematic factor β of the final state top quarks is defined as√
1− 4m2t
sˆ
. This kinematic factor β is unrelated to tanβ ≡ v2/v1, the ratio of the vacuum expectation values
of the two Higgs doublets, to be used later on in this paper.
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considering only the top quark in the loop, they can be generalized for other fermions by
replacing yst and mt by y
s
f and mf in Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4. In Fig. 1 one observes a clear jump in
the behavior of the values of the loop functions when
√
sˆ ' 2mf , associated with the threshold
effect from the on-shell top pairs. For the region far below the threshold, τf ≡
√
sˆ/(2mf ) 1,
the function is real and very slowly varying (almost constant).
A direct application of the loop function behavior for τ  1 is the derivation of the
heavy (chiral) fermion decoupling theorem for the SM Higgs. For any heavy chiral fermion
that acquires mass through its coupling to the SM Higgs, the ratio of the Yukawa coupling
to the mass depends on v ' 246 GeV – the Vacuum Expectation Value (VEV) of the SM
Higgs –
yf√
2mf
= 1v . Considering the case of the SM Higgs, we observe that each generation
of heavy chiral fermions, will contribute to the Higgs-gluon coupling, Eq. (2.3), like 2
g
hgg(sˆ) =
αs
2piv
I 1
2
(τf ) ≈ αs
3piv
(1 +
7
30
τf +
2
21
τ2f +O(τ
3
f )). (2.6)
Neglecting corrections of higher order in τf , each chiral fermion generation contributes the
same amount αs3piv to the SM Higgs-gluon coupling.
Just after crossing the fermion pair threshold, τ ≥ 1, the imaginary part of the loop
functions (as shown in Fig. 1) rises quickly, and then decreases slowly for increasing values of
τ . The real part, instead, decreases monotonically slightly above the fermion pair threshold
and flips its sign for sufficiently large τ . This implies that the phase of the loop function
rapidly grows after crossing the threshold and remains large (of order pi/2) for any value of√
τ >∼ 2. This special behavior drives the unconventional BSM phenomenology discuss in this
paper and we will come back to this in more detail later on.
In Fig. 2 we illustrate three components of the lineshapes for the scalar signal, namely
the Breit-Wigner piece (blue, dotted line), the interference piece proportional to the real com-
ponent of the scalar propagator (orange, dashed line) and the interference piece proportional
to the imaginary component of the scalar propagator (green, solid line). To understand
the interference effects in a more explicit way, we can parameterize the scalar propagator,
conveniently normalized by a factor sˆ, as:
sˆ
(sˆ−m2S) + iΓSmS
≈ mS
ΓS
2∆− i
4∆2 + 1
(2.7)
with ∆ ≡ sˆ−m
2
S
2mSΓS
≈
√
sˆ−mS
ΓS
for
sˆ
m2S
− 1 1.
In the above, ∆ basically parameterizes the deviation of the center mass energy
√
sˆ from the
scalar mass mS in units of the scalar width ΓS . The denominator of the propagator in the
above equation is positive definite and increases as the deviation |∆| increases. This provides
2For completeness, the expansion for a pseudoscalar at low τf follows,
g˜agg(sˆ) =
αs
2piv
I˜ 1
2
(τf ) ≈ αs
2piv
(1 +
1
3
τf +
8
45
τ2f +O(τ
3
f )). (2.5)
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Figure 2. The schematic lineshapes of the components of the signal, namely, the Breit-Wigner
resonance (blue, dotted line), the interference with background proportional to the real component
of the propagator (orange, dashed line), and the interference with background proportional to the
imaginary component of the propagator (green, solid line) as a function of the center of mass energy√
sˆ.
an arc-type profile around values of
√
sˆ close to the scalar mass, since the denominator is
minimized for ∆ = 0. After squaring and with small modifications from the numerator,
this generates the Breit-Wigner lineshape as shown by the blue, dotted line in Fig. 2. The
real part of the numerator, 2∆, flips its sign when crossing the scalar mass pole, while the
imaginary part of the numerator remains negative. Multiplying the numerator by the arc-
type profile of the denominator, this leads in Fig. 2 to the lineshapes schematically shown as a
dip-bump (orange, dashed line) and a dip (green, solid line) for the real and imaginary parts,
respectively. The contributions to the signal lineshapes from the real and imaginary parts of
the propagator can be further modified by the detailed dynamics of the underlying physics. In
particular if the overall sign is flipped, these lineshapes will change into a bump-dip structure
or a pure bump, instead.
In standard analyses of tree-level BSM particle resonant production and decays, the BSM
amplitudes are real up to an imaginary contribution from the propagator. Given that the SM
backgrounds are real as well, the only part of the propagator that survives is the real one.
Moreover, the real part of the propagator is odd around the resonance mass – as illustrated
by the orange, dashed line in Fig. 2 – implying that the interference effect does not contribute
to the total signal rate. If the BSM amplitude acquires an imaginary piece in addition to
the imaginary part of the propagator, e.g., from loop functions, a new interference piece will
emerge. This new interference contribution is even around the resonance mass –as illustrated
by the green, solid line in Fig. 2 – and does change the total signal rate. The relevance of
this interference contribution does not depend on the precise magnitude of the width of the
resonance.
The signal amplitudes for the specific case of gg → S → tt¯, both for a CP-even and
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Figure 3. The phase (argument) of the loop functions in units of pi as a function of τ for a scalar
(red line) and a pseudoscalar (blue, dashed line), respectively. We label the upper edge of the x-axis
with the corresponding center of mass energy
√
sˆ in GeV for the case of a top quark loop.
CP-odd heavy scalar S, are proportional to:3
Aeven ∝ ytgSgg = y2t I 1
2
(τt), Aodd ∝ y˜tg˜Sgg = y˜2t I˜ 1
2
(τt), (2.8)
where we have omitted the scalar propagator, color factor and strong coupling constant
dependence for simplicity. We can then define the phase of the resonant signal amplitude in
terms of the reduced amplitude A¯ and the normalized propagator as,4
A = sˆ
sˆ−m2S + iΓSmS
|A¯|eiθA¯ , with θA¯ ≡ arg(A¯). (2.9)
When θA¯ is 0 (or pi), only the real part of the propagator contributes to the interference term
yielding a dip-bump (or bump-dip) structure. This is the standard case mostly studied in the
literature, that does not affect the total signal rate. When θA¯ is pi/2 (or 3pi/2), instead, only
the imaginary part of the propagator contributes to the interference term, yielding a pure dip
(or a pure bump) structure that can significantly change the total signal rate.
For the process gg → S → tt¯ in consideration, the loop functions (I(τt) and I˜(τt)) are the
only sources of the additional phase θA¯ ( θA¯ = arg I(τ) or θA¯ = arg I˜(τ)). We show in Fig. 3
the phase of the fermion loop functions both for the scalar (red line) and pseudoscalar (blue,
dashed line) cases. These phases follow the numerical values of the loop functions discussed in
Fig. 1, and they will be useful in analyzing the signal lineshapes later on. Similarly to Fig. 1,
3For simplicity of notation, from here on we drop the superscript S from the top Yukawa couplings to heavy
scalars.
4The background amplitude is defined to be positive, as one can always rotate the phase of the signal and
background amplitudes simultaneously without changing the physical results. This uniquely fixes the definition
of the phase θA¯.
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we label the upper edge of the x-axis with the corresponding center of mass energy
√
sˆ in GeV
for the case of a top quark loop. Throughout the whole τ range, the phase for the pseudoscalar
is larger than that of the scalar. A phase of pi/4 occurs for a scalar around 550 GeV and for a
pseudoscalar around 450 GeV, respectively. In this case the real and imaginary parts of the
loop function are the same and as a result both interference terms are comparable. The phase
reaches pi/2 for a scalar around 1.2 TeV and a pseudoscalar around 850 GeV, respectively.
In this case only the interference term proportional to the imaginary part of the propagator
survives, highlighting the relevance of the pure dip interference structure.
It is worth mentioning that the more complex interference behavior presented above is
well established in hadronic physics [18–21], and it may be useful to further investigate the
treatment of these lineshape structures in the hadronic physics studies.
2.2 The heavy scalar lineshapes
After analyzing the generic features of different lineshape contributions in the previous sec-
tion, we now concentrate on the baseline model. The background amplitude from QCD tt¯
production is much larger in magnitude than the baseline signal amplitude. As a result, the
interference terms often are larger in size and more important than the BSM Breit-Wigner
term. Furthermore, as discussed in the previous section, the phase generated by the loop
function grows rapidly after crossing the threshold. This phase enhances the interference
contribution proportional to the imaginary part of the scalar propagator, rendering it much
larger than that proportional to the real part. Although the sign of the interference is not
fixed in the general case, the baseline model ensures this interference contribution to be
destructive. Three factors are important here. Firstly, the loop function rapidly becomes
(positive) imaginary after crossing the tt¯ threshold. Secondly, the propagators near the res-
onance have a constant (negative) imaginary part. Thirdly, there is an overall minus sign
from the fermion-loop in the signal amplitude relative to the background. These three factors
lead to the overall negative sign of the signal amplitude near the resonance relative to the
background amplitude, generating the destructive interference. This feature makes the search
for heavy Higgs bosons in this channel rather unconventional and challenging.
Specifically, the partonic cross sections for the signals for the CP-even scalars read,
σˆevenBSM(sˆ; yt)(gg → S → tt¯) = σˆevenB.W.(sˆ; yt) + σˆevenInt. (sˆ; yt)
dσˆevenB.W.(sˆ; yt)
dz
=
3α2s sˆ
2
4096pi3v2
β3
∣∣∣∣∣ y
2
t I 1
2
(τt)
sˆ−m2S + imSΓS(sˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
dσˆevenInt. (sˆ; yt)
dz
= − α
2
s
64pi
β3
1− β2z2 Re
[
y2t I 1
2
(τt)
sˆ−m2S + imSΓS(sˆ)
]
, (2.10)
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while for the CP-odd scalars are,
σˆoddBSM(sˆ; y˜t)(gg → S → tt¯) = σˆoddB.W.(sˆ; y˜t) + σˆoddInt. (sˆ; y˜t)
dσˆoddB.W.(sˆ; y˜t)
dz
=
3α2s sˆ
2
4096pi3v2
β
∣∣∣∣∣ y˜
2
t I˜ 1
2
(τt)
sˆ−m2S + imSΓS(sˆ)
∣∣∣∣∣
2
dσˆoddInt. (sˆ; y˜t)
dz
= − α
2
s
64pi
β
1− β2z2 Re
[
y˜2t I˜ 1
2
(τt)
sˆ−m2S + imSΓS(sˆ)
]
, (2.11)
where ΓS(sˆ) is the energy dependent width for the scalar, detailed in the Appendix in Eq. A.2,
and the variable z is the cosine of the scattering angle between an incoming parton and the
top quark. The leading-order expression for the background partonic cross sections from
gg → tt¯ and qq¯ → tt¯ are outlined in the Appendix in Eq. A.3. For collider analyses with
detector acceptance, not the full phase space of z can be used equally, we thus provide the
differential distribution. However, as the top quark is not very boosted and even forward ones
with z = ±1 can be detected after they decay, we integrate z over the range of [−1, 1] for our
simplified analysis throughout this paper. In all expressions the factors y2t I(τt) and y˜
2
t I˜(τt)
are basically the dynamical part of the reduced amplitudes Aeven,odd in Eq. 2.8, written here
explicitly for direct connection with the phase θA¯ from the loop functions. For generalized
cases with additional contributions, the reduced amplitudes are more useful. The superscripts
even and odd refer to the CP properties of the heavy scalar.
For a single heavy scalar being non-CP eigenstate, e.g., coupling to top quarks as yt+ iy˜t,
the resulting parton level cross sections are given by,
σˆCPVBSM (sˆ; yt, y˜t)(gg → S → tt¯) = σˆCPVB.W.(sˆ; yt, y˜t) + σˆCPVInt. (sˆ; yt, y˜t) (2.12)
dσˆCPVB.W.(sˆ; yt, y˜t)
dz
=
3α2s sˆ
2
4096pi3v2
β(y2t |I 1
2
(τt)|2 + y˜2t |I˜ 1
2
(τt)|2)(β2y2t + y˜2t )∣∣∣∣ 1sˆ−m2S + imSΓS(sˆ)
∣∣∣∣2
σˆCPVInt. (sˆ; yt, y˜t) = σ
even
Int. (sˆ; yt)(gg → S → tt¯) + σoddInt. (sˆ; y˜t)(gg → S → tt¯),
where the even and odd interference pieces follow Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, respectively. The
Breit-Wigner component receives a contribution proportional to y2t y˜
2
t as a result of CPV.
With CP-violation [9, 22, 23] in the heavy scalar-top sector, the coupling between the scalar
S and the top quarks can be expressed as,
yt + iy˜t = |Yt|(cos θCP + i sin θCP). (2.13)
The maximal CP-violation (CPVmax) in this sector is for θCP = pi/4.
In Fig. 4 we show the typical signal differential cross section for gg → S → tt¯ as a function
of the tt¯ invariant mass, mtt =
√
sˆ, for yt = 1. The width of the heavy scalar in this model
varies from 3 GeV to 48 GeV (12 GeV to 55 GeV) for a 400 GeV and a 1 TeV CP-even (CP-
odd) scalar, respectively. Throughout this paper, we use NNPDF3.0LO [24] for the parton
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Figure 4. Differential cross sections of heavy CP-even (left panel) and CP-odd (right panel) scalar
signals as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV LHC. Each signal is for a specific value
of the scalar mass and includes both the contribution from the Breit-Wigner lineshape as well as the
contributions from the signal-background interference. The vertical grid lines indicate the location of
the each of the heavy scalar masses, which range from 400 to 1000 GeV in steps of 100 GeV. The
signal lineshapes are multiplied by factors indicated in the lower part of the figure to render the signal
lineshapes visible on a same scale. The solid and dashed gray lines represent a systematic uncertainty
of the background at the ±2% level and a statistical uncertainty evaluated at 300 fb−1 assuming a
10% selection efficiency, respectively.
distribution functions and set the factorization scale to be the same as the tt¯ invariant mass.
We show the CP-even and CP-odd scalar lineshapes at LHC 13 TeV in the left panel and right
panel, respectively. To make the lineshapes for different masses visible, we multiply the signal
lineshapes by various factors, indicated in the lower part of both panels. We further show the
statistical uncertainty at 300 fb−1 with 10% selection efficiency and systematic uncertainties
of ±2% of the SM background in dashed and solid gray lines, respectively. Both uncertainties
include the QCD background from gg → tt¯ and qq¯ → tt¯.
From Fig. 4 it follows that for the tt¯ invariant mass above ∼500 GeV(∼400 GeV), the
interference effects are dominant for the CP-even scalar (CP-odd scalar), as indicated by the
size of deviation from the Breit-Wigner lineshape. The loop function behaviors shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 3 determine the lineshape structures. For increasing values of the tt¯ invariant mass,
the imaginary component of the loop functions grows with respect to its real component,
inducing a larger phase θA¯. This behavior of the imaginary part explains the increasingly
pronounced dip structure in the lineshapes for larger values of the mtt¯. Furthermore, the
θA¯ phase grows faster for the pseudoscalar than the scalar case, yielding the lineshape pure
dip structure for smaller values of the scalar mass in the former case. Another important
feature is the off-shell interference effect, and especially for an off-shell heavy scalar at tt¯
invariant mass around 400 GeV this effect is quite visible. This off-shell interference is more
prominent for the pseudoscalar because of the s-wave nature of the cross section, compared
to the p-wave (β2 suppressed) nature of the scalar case, and is further augmented by the
slightly larger width of the pseudoscalar.
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Figure 5. The signal lineshapes as the sum of the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference
contributions for the baseline model as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV LHC. The blue,
orange dotted and green dashed lines indicate the total BSM lineshapes for CP phases of 0 (CP-even),
1/4pi(CPVmax) and 1/2pi (CP-odd), respectively. The gray curves are the Breit-Wigner contributions
to the total lineshapes alone, with the corresponding CP phases. The heavy scalar masses are set at
550 GeV and 850 GeV for the left and right panels, respectively.
We show in Fig. 5 detailed lineshapes for two representative scalar masses of 550 GeV
and 850 GeV. For a 550 GeV CP-even scalar, the phase θA¯ is approximately pi/4 while for a
550 GeV CP-odd scalar the phase is approximately 3pi/8, as can be read from Fig. 3. For an
850 GeV CP-odd scalar, instead, the phase θA¯ is approximately pi/2 while for an 850 GeV
CP-even scalar the phase is approximately 2pi/5. These two benchmarks highlight the cases of
the baseline model for which i) the interferences proportional to the real and imaginary part
of the propagator are comparable in size (left panel) and ii) the interferences are dominantly
from the piece proportional to the imaginary part of the propagator, resulting in a pure dip
structure (right panel).
In Fig. 5 the blue, solid lines; green, dashed lines and orange, dotted lines are the total
lineshapes for a CP-even scalar; a CP-odd scalar and a scalar in the CPVmax (θCP = pi/4) case,
respectively. These colored lines are the total BSM effects, including both the Breit-Wigner
contribution and the interference with the SM background for a scalar-top quark coupling
yt = 1. The corresponding the Breit-Wigner contributions alone are shown by the gray lines.
For the 550 GeV scalars, the Breit-Wigner contribution is narrower for the CP-even scalar
than for the CP-odd one, due to the β2 suppression in the former case. For the 850 GeV
scalars, the β2 suppression is negligible, resulting in almost identical widths for the CP-even
and CP-odd scalars. In addition, as shown in Fig. 1, the absolute value of the loop function
for the CP-even scalar is smaller than the CP-odd one. Consequently, the CP-odd scalar
Breit-Wigner lineshapes are higher than the CP-even ones. For both benchmark masses the
total lineshapes given by the colored curves show a more pronounce dip structure for the
CP-odd case than for the CP-even one. The growth and the larger phase θA¯ of the CP-odd
loop function discussed in the previous section generates this feature. For the CPV case, the
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lineshapes can be viewed as a properly weighted combination of the CP-even and CP-odd
lineshapes, following Eq. 2.12.
3 Beyond the baseline model
The channel gg → S → tt¯ at hadron colliders is crucial for heavy Higgs searches, especially
in the alignment limit [25] (with or without decoupling) favored by current Higgs boson
measurements at the LHC. Gluon-gluon-fusion is the dominant production mode of the heavy
scalar and tt¯ is likely to be the dominant decay mode.
The baseline model introduced in the previous section helps us to understand the chal-
lenges of the gg → S → tt¯ search. However, general BSM models usually contain more
ingredients, adding new features to the baseline case.5 Firstly, there could be more than one
heavy scalar particle, as in 2HDMs. If their masses are almost degenerate, as for example in
the MSSM, these scalars will provide new contributions to the signal. Secondly, in addition
to the top quark, one can consider the effects of other colored fermions or scalars contribut-
ing to the gluon-gluon-scalar vertex. This could importantly modify the phase θA¯ in several
different ways. Specifically, there could be effects from loops involving bottom quarks and/or
additional BSM colored particles, such as squarks and VLQs. There could also be CPV ef-
fects due to the direct couplings between the heavy scalar and SM fermions as well as other
particles in the loop. These modifications allow for partial cancellations or enhancements
among the different components of the gluon-gluon-scalar vertex. We shall discuss all these
possibilities in the following sections.
3.1 Multiple scalar bosons
In this section we study the case of two neutral heavy Higgs bosons with similar masses, a
situation that occurs in various models. In a 2HDM, large splittings between these scalar
bosons are disfavored by low energy measurements such as the oblique parameters [34]. In
the Minimal-Supersymmetric-Standard-Model (MSSM), in particular, the heavy Higgs bosons
(H, A, H±) are nearly degenerate because of the specific supersymmetric structure of the
quartic couplings. Even after radiative corrections, the mass difference between the heavy
CP-even and CP-odd scalars in the MSSM is at most of a few tens of GeV for heavy scalar
masses in the 500-1000 GeV range.
In the CP-conserving case, the CP-even and CP-odd Higgs bosons do not interfere and
the resulting partonic cross section is simply given as the sum of both,
σBSM(sˆ)(gg → H/A→ tt¯) = σevenBSM(sˆ)(gg → H → tt¯) + σoddBSM(sˆ)(gg → A→ tt¯), (3.1)
where the terms in the above expression are given in Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, with proper replace-
ment of the coupling strengths. On the other hand, the results becomes slightly more complex
5Some alternative channel have been proposed and studied [15, 26–31], for gauge extensions, see e.g. Ref [32,
33].
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and interesting if the actual scalar mass eigenstates contain an admixture of CP-even and CP
-odd components. In terms of the mass eigenstates S1 and S2, the cross section reads,
σCPVBSM(sˆ)(gg → S1, S2 → tt¯) = σCPVBSM(sˆ)(gg → S1 → tt¯) + σCPVBSM(sˆ)(gg → S2 → tt¯)
+σS1−S2Int. (sˆ)(gg → S1, S2 → tt¯), (3.2)
where the cross sections for S1 and S2 follow the expressions for CPV scalars given in Eq. 2.12,
whereas the additional interference term between the scalars S1 and S2 is given by,
dσS1−S2Int. (sˆ)(gg → S1, S2 → tt¯)
dz
=
3α2s sˆ
2
2048pi3v2
(3.3)
Re
(yS1t yS2t |I 12 (τt)|2 + y˜S1t y˜S2t |I˜ 12 (τt)|2)(β2yS1t yS2t + y˜S1t y˜S2t )
(sˆ−m2S1 + imS1ΓS1(sˆ))(sˆ−m2S2 − imS2ΓS2(sˆ))
 .
The coefficient in the above equation can be further simplified in the alignment limit of a
Type II 2HDM,
(yS1t y
S2
t |I 1
2
(τt)|2 + y˜S1t y˜S2t |I˜ 1
2
(τt)|2)(β2yS1t yS2t + y˜S1t y˜S2t ) =
sin2 2θCP
4
(
ySMt
tanβ
)4
(|I˜ 1
2
(τt)|2 − |I 1
2
(τt)|2)(1− β2). (3.4)
The corresponding CP-violating couplings in the alignment limit satisfy,
yS1t + iy˜
S1
t = −
ySMt
tanβ
(cos θCP + i sin θCP),
yS2t + iy˜
S2
t = −
ySMt
tanβ
(− sin θCP + i cos θCP). (3.5)
From Eq. 3.4, it is clear through its dependence on sin2 2θCP that the interference piece be-
tween the two scalars is only relevant in the presence of CPV. Moreover, due to the propagator
suppression, this contribution is sizable for almost degenerate masses and mostly in the region
between the two scalar masses.
The tt¯ signal from the decay of two nearly degenerate scalars allows for a rich phenomenol-
ogy. The resulting lineshape now depends on the masses, the separation between the mass
values, the widths, and the CPV phase of the scalars. In Fig. 6, we show the total signal
lineshapes for the two nearly degenerate scalars, both for the CP-conserving (blue, dashed
lines) and the maximally CP-violating (orange, solid lines) cases. We consider scalars masses
of 540 GeV and 560 GeV for the left panel, and 840 GeV and 860 GeV for the right panel,
where we take the CP-odd scalar A to be 20 GeV heavier than the CP-even scalar H. The
green, dotted lines single out the effect of the additional interference term between the scalars.
To make this new interference term easily visible in the figure, we multiplied it by a factor of
ten.
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Figure 6. The signal lineshapes as the sum of the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference
contributions for nearly degenerate heavy scalars as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV
LHC. The orange, solid and blue, dashed lines correspond to lineshapes of the CP-violation case with
θCP pi/4 and the CP conserving case, respectively. The green, dotted lines are the interference between
the two heavy scalars for the CP-violating case. The heavy scalar masses are taken to be 540 GeV
and 560 GeV for the left panel, and 840 GeV and 860 GeV for the right panel.
The main features of the two nearly degenerate heavy scalars yielding a tt¯ signal are: i) the
signals of the two heavy scalars add to each other, almost “doubling” the height of the bumps
and dips; ii) a new contribution from the S1 and S2 signal amplitude interference appears in
the CPV case. In the left panel of Fig. 6, the mass separation between the two scalar masses
is somewhat larger than their respective widths and a “double dip” structure for the nearly
degenerate scalars at around 550 GeV appears. In the right panel, we consider scalar masses
around 850 GeV and again a mass separation of 20 GeV. In this case the widths of the two
scalars are larger than the mass separation and a single, centrally flat, dip region appears,
instead of the previous “double dip”. The CPV lineshapes differ from the CP-conserving
ones, and in particular they receive the contribution from the new interference term between
the two scalars. From Fig. 6 we observe that the new interference term is mainly in the region
between the two scalar masses, and this is easily understood due to the kinematic suppression
from the two scalar propagators. Moreover, this new interference term is proportional to the
real component of the product of the two scalar propagators, approximately, 1 + 4∆1∆2,
where ∆1,2 are
6 the mass differences between the tt¯ system and the pole masses of each of the
two scalars, S1,2, respectively. The product ∆1∆2 is negative whenever
√
sˆ is between the two
scalar masses and positive otherwise. Moreover, when the mass splitting of the two scalars
is smaller than the average of their widths, ∆1∆2 is a small negative quantity, which is not
sufficient to flip the sign of the interference term. As a result, the new interference term is
positive for both examples. Furthermore, in the benchmark model shown in the right panel of
this figure, the CPV case has a deeper overall dip structure, which may open the possibility
of differentiating CPV from CP-conserving scenarios in future high precision measurements.
6Here ∆1,2 is defined analogously to ∆ in Eq. 2.7
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3.2 Scenarios with additional contributions to the gluon-fusion process
Models with heavy scalar bosons often occur in association with additional colored particles
yielding new contributions to the loop-induced gluon-gluon-scalar vertex. In addition bottom
quark effects, not taken into account in the baseline model, may also contribute in specific
regions of parameter space.
Before proceeding with a detailed discussion of lineshapes, let us comment on some es-
sential differences between new particle contributions to the SM Higgs boson gluon fusion
production with respect to the same production mode for heavy scalars. For the SM Higgs
boson, one is entitled to make use of the low energy theorem to include the effects of heavy
BSM particle contributions to loop-induced couplings. In such case one can add the new
physics loops directly to the SM top quark loop, since around the SM Higgs boson mass all
these loop-functions are below the thresholds of the heavy particles, and therefore real. For
heavy scalars, instead, the top quark loop-function is no longer real, and the heavy BSM
particle contributions could have various phases depending on the kinematics. Consequently,
a relative phase will be generated between the SM fermion contributions and the BSM par-
ticle contributions. This effect could lead to drastic changes in the lineshapes for the heavy
scalar and demands a careful treatment of the inclusion of BSM effects in the heavy scalar
production.
In the following we discuss several well-motivated scenarios with additional colored par-
ticle effects. We focus on heavy scalar lineshapes considering the new contributions from
fermions and scalars that arise in general 2HDMs as well as in models with VLQs or SUSY
models with squarks.
3.2.1 Standard Model light quark contributions
In the framework of 2HDMs, it is interesting to revisit the relevance of top quark-loops in
the heavy Higgs-gluon fusion production process. The complete 2HDM is only defined after
considering the interaction of the Higgs fields to fermions. In a Type I 2HDM, all SM fermions
couple to a single Higgs field and hence the bottom quark-loop scales in the same way as the
top quark-loop. Therefore the dominant contributions will always come from the top-loop
and the subsequent tt¯ decay, regardless of the tanβ value. Consequently, the bottom quark
contribution is merely a small correction to the phase of the gluon-gluon-scalar vertex and will
minimally perturbe our previous discussions. In a type II 2HDM, instead, the contribution
from bottom quark-loops can be sizable for moderate to large values of tanβ, and it is
also directly correlated with the additional partial decay width into bb¯. More specifically,
the heavy Higgs-bottom Yukawa coupling, and hence the bottom quark-loop contribution,
scales as tanβ, while the top quark one scales as 1/ tanβ. The interplay between these two
competing contributions leads to a rich phenomenology. In fact, in the large tanβ regime,
where bottom-loop induced gluon-gluon-fusion production and bb¯ decay are dominant, the
search strategy changes, and alternative channels such as those with τ+τ− final states become
more sensitive. Still in the low to intermediate tanβ regime it is of interest to explore the
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Figure 7. Signal lineshapes as the sum of the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference con-
tributions in Type II 2HDMs as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV LHC, for various
values of tanβ, and including the bottom quark contributions. The left and right panels correspond
to a heavy CP-even scalar with mass 550 GeV and a CP-odd scalar with mass 850 GeV, respectively.
gg → S → tt¯ channel and consider the effects of the bottom quarks. Due to kinematics, the
bottom-loop induced ggS coupling will be in the large τb regime of Eq. 2.4, leading to very
slowly varying loop functions I1/2(τb) and I˜1/2(τb). The bottom quark- and top quark-loop
contributions could then interfere constructively or destructively, depending on the relative
sign between the two corresponding Yukawa couplings to the heavy scalars.
In the following, for simplicity, we only consider the CP conserving Type II 2HDM in
the alignment limit. The tanβ enhanced bottom quark contribution to the gluon-fusion
production of the 125 GeV Higgs boson can be tuned away in the alignment or decoupling
limit, therefore avoiding the corresponding precision measurement constraints. The CPV
case can be considered in a similar way as the CPV discussion in Sec. 2.2. Including the
contributions from both top and bottom quarks, the gluon-gluon-scalar interaction for the
CP-even Higgs boson from Eq. 2.3 now reads,
gSgg(sˆ) =
αs
2piv
(
− 1
tanβ
I 1
2
(τt) + tanβI 1
2
(τb)
)
, (3.6)
and analogously for the CP-odd Higgs.
In Fig. 7 we show two benchmark scenarios for a CP-conserving type II 2HDM, one for
a CP-even scalar of mass 550 GeV (left panel) and the other for a CP-odd scalar of mass
850 GeV (right panel), while considering various values of tanβ. From Fig. 5, it follows that
changing the CP-properties of the scalar for a similar mass window results in similar lineshapes
as those shown in each of the corresponding panels of Fig. 7. We choose to vary tanβ between
0.5 to 7, where 0.5 yields an enhanced scalar top-quark coupling and 7 represents the case
where the top- and bottom- quark loop induced gluon-gluon-scalar couplings are minimized.
Beyond tanβ = 7, the tt¯ decay will be substantially suppressed due to the large couplings of
the scalar to bottom quarks. The lineshapes in this figure include both the Breit-Wigner and
interference terms for both the bottom- and top-quark contributions to the loop function.
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For the tanβ range considered, a lower value of tanβ indicates a larger width and a larger
signal cross section. From Fig. 7 we observe that the resulting signal phase changes more
visibly with respect to the SM background for a lighter Higgs boson. This can be understood
because for heavier scalars the kinematics is such that the phases of the top and bottom-
quark contributions are closer to the asymptotic behavior for large values of τt,b, as shown
in Fig. 3. Such feature is unique to light quark contributions to the loop function. Heavy
particles, instead, will only contribute to the real component of the loop-function. Finally,
it is also interesting to notice that the height of the peaks does not change much for the
tanβ regime under consideration. In this regime the height of the peak has two contributing
factors that cancel each other: the on-resonance amplitude is proportional to 1/Γ from the
propagator and the production rate is proportional to Γt, which in turn dominates the total
width Γ. For higher values of tanβ than those considered in this paper, the height will be
further suppressed by the increasing contribution of Γb to the total width.
3.2.2 Vector-like quark contributions
Vector-like quarks are well motivated in many BSM theories, e. g. composite Higgs mod-
els [35–37], flavor models, grand unified theories. The heavy scalar effective couplings to
gluons can receive sizable contributions from these vector-like quarks, resulting in impor-
tant changes to the phenomenology. We shall discuss some of the most relevant features
in this section by considering the minimal case of one vector-like SU(2)L quark doublet,
QL = (ψL NL)
T and QR = (ψR NR)
T , and one vector-like SU(2)L quark singlet, χR and
χL, respectively. In the context of 2HDMs, the heavy scalar couplings to vector-like quarks
are linked to their chiral masses.
The vector-like fermion mass matrix, after electroweak symmetry breaking, can be ex-
pressed as,
(
ψ¯L, χ¯L
)
MΨ
(
ψR
χR
)
=
(
ψ¯L, χ¯L
)( Mψ yΨ v√2
yΨ
v√
2
Mχ
)(
ψR
χR
)
, (3.7)
where for simplicity we assume the off-diagonal entries to be identical. The subscript L and
R always label chirality. The mixing angle, defined for the mass eigenstates of Dirac spinors
Ψ1 and Ψ2, follows
Ψ1 =
(
Ψ1,L
Ψ1,R
)
= cos θΨ
(
ψL
ψR
)
+ sin θΨ
(
χL
χR
)
. (3.8)
with Ψ2 given by the orthogonal combination. Due to the simplified identical chiral mass
term, the mixing angles θΨs are identical for the chiral-left and right components, Ψi,L and
Ψi,R, and satisfy:
sin 2θΨ = −
√
2(Mψ +Mχ)yΨv
m2Ψ1 −m2Ψ2
. (3.9)
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Figure 8. Signal lineshapes as the sum of the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference contri-
butions as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV LHC. The blue (solid), orange (dotted)
and green (dashed) lines correspond to the sum of top quark and vector-like quark loop contribu-
tions, the top quark contribution alone and the vector-like quark contribution alone, respectively. The
vector-like quark contribution is computed for benchmark parameters Mψ =600 GeV, Mχ =1200 GeV
and Yukawa yΨ = 2 as defined in the text. The left and right panels correspond to heavy CP-even
scalar masses of 550 GeV and 850 GeV, respectively.
In the alignment limit of a type II 2HDM, the heavy scalar coupling to the vector-like quarks
gΨi can be expressed as:
gΨi = ∓
1
tanβ
yΨ√
2
sin 2θΨ . (3.10)
Consequently, the sum of the vector-like quark contributions to the gluon-gluon-heavy scalar
coupling reads
gΨggH =
αs
2pi
(
gΨ1
mΨ1
I 1
2
(
sˆ
4m2Ψ1
) +
gΨ2
mΨ2
I 1
2
(
sˆ
4m2Ψ2
)
)
, (3.11)
while the corresponding result for the heavy CP-odd scalar is very similar. In the heavy mass
limit of mΨ1 , mΨ2  mH , the above contribution can be approximated as,
gΨggH ≈
αs
2pi tanβ
(MΨL +MΨR)y
2
Ψv
mΨ1mΨ2(mΨ1 +mΨ2)
I(
sˆ
4mΨ1mΨ2
) ≈ αs
3pi tanβ
y2Ψv
mΨ1mΨ2
. (3.12)
We can see from Eq. 3.12 that the loop-induced contribution to gluon-gluon-scalar couplings
takes a form very similar to that one obtained from the low energy theorem of the SM
Higgs [38]. Although the heavy Higgs doublet does not have a VEV, its couplings to the
heavy vector-like fermions are proportional to that of the SM doublet.
In Fig. 8, left and right panels, we present the heavy CP-even scalar lineshapes with
contributions from the vector-like fermions for benchmark scalar masses of 550 GeV and 850
GeV, respectively. We show the lineshapes from considering only the top quark contribution
(orange, dotted lines), only the VLQ contribution (green, dashed lines) and the coherent sum
of both contributions (blue, solid lines). The resulting changes to the lineshapes are sizable.
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The vector-like fermions may enhance the production of the heavy scalars with respect to the
SM top-quark loop contribution. At the same time, due to the fact that the VLQ induced
loop function is real, there will be no destructive interference with the SM background. We
choose a benchmark point with mass parameters Mψ and Mχ of 600 GeV and 1200 GeV,
respectively. The Yukawa coupling is chosen as yΨ = 2. In such case the masses of the
eigenstates are 440 GeV and 1360 GeV, respectively. Consequently, the 850 GeV scalar is
closer to the threshold of the lighter vector-like quark and receives relatively larger corrections
to the lineshapes in comparison to the 550 GeV one. We note that in 2HDMs, the VLQ will
also contribute to the SM Higgs couplings to gluons, and therefore, the current measurement
of the SM-like Higgs properties will constrain the size of the allowed contributions from these
new fermions. However, due to the mh/mΨ suppression and the current level of accuracy in
the Higgs boson measurements, such constraints do not play a relevant role at present.
If the intermediate colored particles are heavy, effective operators will be sufficient to
describe the physics. In such case our loop-induced gluon-gluon-scalar form factor in Eq. 3.12
becomes a constant, and can be identified as the Wilson coefficient of the effective field theory
(EFT) operators 1ΛSGG or
1
ΛSGG˜. We give an example in Sec. 3.3.
3.2.3 SUSY scalar quark contributions
The SUSY partners of the SM colored fermions may also contribute to the gluon-gluon-scalar
effective coupling. These scalar quarks also modify the predictions for the observed ∼125
GeV Higgs boson measurements, however, for sufficiently heavy stops as those considered
here current data does not impose any relevant constraints. The squark contributions to the
heavy scalar Higgs production are of the form:
gq˜
Sgg
(sˆ) = −αs
8pi
∑
q;i=1,2
gq˜i v
m2q˜i
1
τ q˜i
(
1− 1
τ q˜i
f(τ q˜i )
)
, (3.13)
where the subscript i labels the two scalar mass eigenstates with masses mq˜i , that are the
superpartners of the corresponding SM fermion q. Only the diagonal Higgs-squark-squark
couplings in the mass basis contribute to Eq. 3.13, and thus the Higgs-squark-squark couplings
gq˜ij are labeled g
q˜
i . For the case of τ
q˜
i  1 the above equation becomes a slowly varying
function of the scale ratio parameter τ q˜i , and the EFT approach is sufficient to describe the
physics results in this channel. However, the scalars we consider are relatively heavy, and
could be close to the squarks threshold. In this case the phenomenology is rich and interesting
and we shall keep the full scale dependence to properly account for such possibility.
For scalar masses such that 2mt < mS < 2mt˜, the loop function for gluon-gluon Higgs
coupling from top-quark loop is dominantly imaginary, while that from scalar quarks is real.
As a result these two contributions do not interfere with each other, in sharp contrast to
the SM Higgs boson case, where mh < 2mt < 2mq˜. The squark contributions allow for an
additional adjustment of the relative phases between the ggS production vertex and the tt¯S
decay vertex, enriching the phenomenology.
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Figure 9. Left panel: loop functions of the scalar-gluon pair vertex as a function of
√
τ ≡ √sˆ/(2m),
with m the mass of the new particle in the loop. The orange, green and blue lines correspond to
the real, imaginary and absolute values of these functions. The solid lines represent the values of the
squark loop function, while for the fermion loop contribution the real and imaginary parts are shown
in dotted and dashed lines for the scalar and pseudoscalar case, respectively. The squark-loop function
is multiplied by a factor of four to be visible in a common scale with the fermion loop functions. Right
panel: induced relative phase with respect to the SM background in units of pi for the sfermion loop
(green line), fermion loop for a scalar (dotted red line) and a pseudoscalar (dashed blue line).
In the left panel of Fig. 9 we show in blue, orange and green, solid lines the absolute,
real and imaginary values of the corresponding loop-functions for scalar quarks, respectively.
Comparing to spin-1/2 loop-functions shown by the dashed and dotted lines for the scalar and
pseudoscalar cases, respectively, the squark loop-function rises and falls much more abruptly
near the threshold. Its real component becomes negative right above threshold. We multiply
the squark function by a factor of four to make it more visible. In the right panel of Fig. 9 we
show the phase generated by the different loop functions as a function of the scale parameter√
τ . As discussed in Section 2, the closer the phase is to pi/2, the more important is the
interference proportional to the imaginary part of the propagator with the SM background,
rendering the dip structure more prominent. We show the evolution of such phase for the
fermion loop for a scalar (dotted red line) and a pseudoscalar (dashed blue line), as well as for
the squark loop (green line). The phase of the squark loop raises much faster comparing to
the fermion-loop cases, and at large
√
τ the phase is close to pi. The phases from the fermions
approaches pi/2 instead, which is the cause for a pure dip structure at high scalar masses for
the baseline model.
In the following we will concentrate in the more intriguing case in which the scalar quark
mass is only slightly above half the scalar mass. In this situation the threshold effect can
create additional structures in the line shapes.
Consider the squark mass matrix:
Mq˜ =
(
M2
Q˜
+m2q +D
q
L mqXq
mqXq M
2
q˜R
+m2q +D
q
R
)
, (3.14)
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Figure 10. Signal lineshapes as the sum of the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference
contributions, including the effects of SUSY stops in the loop for 850 GeV CP-even scalars, as a
function of the tt¯ invariant mass at the 13 TeV LHC. The left panel corresponds to the SUSY stop
scenario with zero L-R mixing, while the right panel corresponds to the SUSY stop scenario mh∗max.
The green and yellow lines represent the cases with only top quark loops or stop loops, respectively.
The blue lines are the total lineshapes including all contributions. In the right panel we show both
the case for a CP-even and a CP-odd scalar for the solid and dashed lines, respectively.
and the mixing angles (defined as q˜1 = cos θq˜ q˜L + sin θq˜ q˜R) that satisfy:
sin 2θq˜ =
2mqXq
m2q˜1 −m2q˜2
, (3.15)
with Xq, Yq, D
q
L and D
q
R for q = u, d defined in Appendix A, Eq. A.4. In the alignment limit
and considering only the dominant stop contributions (setting q = t in the above equations),
gt˜i can be expressed as:
gt˜1,2(S)
v√
2
=

m2t + cos 2β(D
t
L/R sin
2 θt˜ +D
t
R/L cos
2 θt˜)± 12mtXt sin 2θt˜ , for S = h
− m2ttanβ − sin 2β(DtL/R sin2 θt˜ +DtR/L cos2 θt˜)∓ 12mtYt sin 2θt˜ , for S = H
∓12mtYt sin 2θt˜ , for S = A
(3.16)
In the above expressions the terms proportional to Xt and Yt correspond to the off-diagonal
couplings of the light CP-even Higgs and heavy CP-even Higgs to L-R stops, respectively.
While the phenomenological studies on the light Higgs boson focus on Xt, which is directly
connected to stop masses and mixing, and correspondingly to the Higgs mass radiative cor-
rections, the heavy Higgs boson coupling mainly depends on an orthogonal quantity Yt. The
stop L-R mixing contribution to the heavy Higgs boson coupling to gluons are proportional
to Yt sin 2θt, which in turn is proportional to the product of XtYt,
XtYt =
A2t
tanβ
− µ
2
tanβ
−Atµ(1− 1
tan2 β
). (3.17)
In Fig. 10 we show the comparison of the lineshapes for a heavy scalar of mass 850 GeV
considering stop contributions to the loop function, and for two scenarios for the stop mixing
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parameters Xt and Yt. One is the zero L-R mixing case with vanishing Xt. The other is a
variation of the mhmax scenario [39–41] in which we take Xt =
√
6MSUSY ≈
√
6mQ˜3mt˜R and
Yt = 2Xt. We named this modified maximal mixing scenario mh
∗
max such that for tanβ = 1,
it corresponds to At = 3µ. The channel gg → H,A → tt¯ in supersymmetry could be a
dominant channel in discovering the heavy Higgs bosons in the low tanβ regime. Despite
that the observed 125 GeV Higgs mass disfavors the low tanβ (< 3) regime in the MSSM, ex-
tensions of the minimal model, such as the next-to-minimal-supersymmetric standard-model
can work well in this regime. Therefore, for the purpose of demonstrating the tt¯ channel’s
physics potential and for easier comparison with previous non-SUSY discussions, we choose
a benchmark value of tanβ = 1 in these figures. The green and orange lines correspond to
the production of heavy scalars with only the SM top quark loop contribution and only the
SUSY stop loop contribution, respectively. The blue lines represent the lineshapes with all
contributions taken into account. In both scenarios we choose the lighter stop mass to be
close to half of the the heavy Higgs boson mass and the heavier stop to be around 1 TeV. The
detailed numerics of our benchmark stop parameters are listed in the Appendix in Eq. A.5.
The stops could change the heavy scalar lineshapes in a distinct way depending on the L-
R stop mixing. For the case with zero L-R mixing shown in the left panel of Fig. 10, the stop
contribution (orange line) is relatively small compared to the top contribution (green line),
due to the smaller value of the squark loop function. In spite of the fact that the stop loop
function is real and only produces interference through the real part of the propagator, the
small value of the Breit-Wigner contributions implies that the interference piece is dominant,
leading to a bump-dip structure crossing zero at the scalar pole mass. Once both the top and
stop loop contributions are summed up the effect of the stop is hardly noticeable. Moreover,
in the zero L-R mixing case the CP-odd scalar does not couple to the stops, and hence we do
not show those lineshapes for the CP-odd Higgs. For the mh∗max scenario shown in the right
panel of Fig. 10, the stop contribution could be sizable. We show both the lineshapes for the
CP-even Higgs boson and the CP-odd Higgs boson in solid and dashed lines, respectively. The
Breit-Wigner contribution from the stop loop shifts the value of tt¯ invariant mass where the
signal rate is zero slightly above the heavy scalar pole mass, as illustrated by the orange lines.
The contribution from the L-R mixing term dominates and changes the pure dip structures
from the top only contribution (green lines) into a bump-dip structure (blue lines). We
purposefully choose the parameters such that the heavy scalar is only slightly below the light
stop pair production threshold, with a light stop mass of about 435 GeV. We observe that
the stop threshold effect is only minimally visible in the orange and blue lineshapes in both
panels, through the small discontinuity at a tt¯ invariant mass of around 870 GeV. The above
discussion shows that a relatively light stop, depending on the L-R mixing parameters, could
have a relevant impact on the search strategy and the sensitivity reach of heavy scalars in
the tt¯ decay channel.
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3.3 Special discussion: A (pseudo)scalar from a putative di-photon excess
At the end of 2015 both the ATLAS and CMS collaborations reported a diphoton excess at
about 750 GeV that could have been a truly striking signal of new physics beyond the standard
model [16, 17]. This excess drew significant attention from the theory community.7 Many
theoretical descriptions to explain a putative diphoton excess also implied the existence of
the tt¯ signal [42, 45–56]. Moreover, many of the explanations, involved sizable contributions
from heavy particles, vector-like fermions and scalars, in the loop functions for both the
gluon-gluon-scalar production vertex and the diphoton-scalar decay vertex. In the following,
we focus on some detailed features of the tt¯ signal lineshapes from a heavy scalar in the
framework of an EFT, where heavy particle loop contributions to the gluon-gluon-scalar
coupling compete with the top quark loop one. We further introduce a convenient rescaling
factor to quantify the signal rate after smearing effects to correctly translate current bounds
on a tt¯ resonance search, also taking into account the important interference effects. We
consider as an example a 750 GeV scalar with no special relevance of the precise mass value
as far as it is in the several hundred GeV range.
As it is well-known, the tt¯-scalar coupling induces at one-loop level the gluon-gluon-scalar
and gamma-gamma-scalar effective vertices. If this tt¯-scalar coupling is the dominant source
of the diphoton process, although the production rate will be sizable, the diphoton branching
fraction will be too small to accommodate a sizable diphoton signal at the reach of the LHC.
Indeed, the tree-level two-body decay of a several hundred GeV heavy scalar to top quark
pairs is orders of magnitude too large compared to the electromagnetic, loop suppressed scalar
to diphoton decay. A possibility is to increase the production rate to compensate such small
decay branching fraction to diphotons, however, other searches on the hadronic channels will
strongly disfavor such scenario. Instead, an intriguing possibility for a heavy scalar diphoton
signal could be from heavy charged particle dominance in the gluon production as well as
in the diphoton decay modes, with suppressed but still very sizable decay to tt¯. A very
straightforward example is a neutral heavy scalar that mainly receives its coupling to gluon
pairs and photon pairs through multiple heavy top partner loops, while the coupling of the
new heavy scalar to top quarks is controlled by the mixings of the top partners with the top
quark.
We consider the following minimal interaction Lagrangian for a pseudoscalar S,8
Lint ⊃ S
f
(iy˜tQ¯LH˜tR + h.c.) + cG
αs
8pifG
SGG˜, (3.18)
where the coefficient cG captures contributions to the gluon-gluon-scalar coupling by integrat-
ing out the heavy colored particles. The total gluon-gluon-fusion rate for the scalar production
7For a relatively comprehensive study and quasi-review, see e.g., Ref [42–44], and references therein.
8We changed notation to the standard one for composite scalar models. Analogous treatment holds for the
scalar case.
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also receives contribution, from the top-quark loop and reads
σ(gg → S) = σ(gg → HSM750 GeV)
v2
f2
∣∣∣I˜ 1
2
(τt) +
f
y˜tfG
cG
∣∣∣2
|I(τt)|2
,
= 31
(
TeV
f
)2 ∣∣∣I˜ 1
2
(τt) + cg
∣∣∣2 fb, with cg ≡ cGf
y˜tfG
. (3.19)
The rate for the SM Higgs is approximately 740 fb at the 13 TeV LHC [57] and the loop
functions I 1
2
(τt) and I˜ 1
2
(τt) are as defined in Eq. (2.4). However, it is very important to
emphasize that using σ(gg → S) from Eq. (3.19) multiplied by the Br(S → tt¯) is no longer a
valid approach, since the large interference effects should be appropriately taken into account,
as discussed in the previous sections.
In the lower left panel of Fig. 11 we show how the relative phase θA¯ with respect to the
SM gg → tt¯ background varies as a function of cg, as define in Eq. 3.19. The phases for the
scalar and pseudoscalar are represented by the red and blue lines, respectively. The solid
lines represent the relative phase for positive cg, while the dashed lines represent pi minus the
relative phase for negative cg. In the case of dominant tt¯ contribution (low cg), the relative
phase is near pi/2 (2pi/5) for pseudoscalar (scalar). For comparable contribution from top-
loop and heavy colored particle loop the phase is still as large as pi/4, while when cg is greater
than 10 the relative phases becomes negligible.
In the upper panel of Fig. 11 we show several lineshapes for the differential distribution
for the gg → S → tt¯ cross section as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass, for various benchmark
values of cg. The example cases of a 750 GeV pseudoscalar and scalar are displayed in the
upper left and upper right panels, respectively. For clarity of presentation, we normalize the
lineshapes to the Breit-Wigner parton level cross section at the scalar mass pole. We assume
the total width is dominated by the partial decay to tt¯, Γtotal ≈ Γtt¯. The resulting lineshape
behavior is independent of the precise normalization of the interaction strength v/f , and
therefore we plot the lineshapes in units of the total width Γ ∝ v2/f2. This can be understood
since the signal amplitude does not depend on v/f near the scalar mass pole: the numerator
of the signal amplitude scales as scalar-top pair coupling squared, proportional to v2/f2, due
to the production and decay vertex while the denominator is proportional to the total width,
which is also proportional to v2/f2. Moreover, the overall lineshape is determined by the
relative importance between the Breit-Wigner contribution and the interference contribution,
which is characterized by the relative strength of the signal amplitude to the background
amplitude, independent of v2/f2.
To better understand Fig. 11, let us discuss the different lineshape behaviors for different
values of cg. For large values of cg, for which the heavy colored particle loop dominates
in the gluon-gluon-fusion production,9 the resulting lineshape for the tt¯ signal is governed
by the Breit-Wigner contribution with a smaller contribution from the interference effect
9note that tt¯ could still be the dominant decay channel in comparison with the loop-suppressed (e.g.,
α2s/(8pi)
2) decays to gluon pairs.
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Figure 11. Upper panel: Representative lineshapes of differential distributions at parton level for
the process gg → S → tt¯ normalized to the value of the Breit-Wigner contribution at the scalar mass
pole, as a function of the tt¯ invariant mass, for various values of cg. The corresponding values of cg
are labelled on the lines and characterize the relative contribution from heavy colored particles to the
gluon-heavy scalar vertex with respect to the top quark one. The heavy particle S is a CP-odd or a
CP-even scalar for the left and right panels, respectively. Lower left panel: Relative phase θA¯ in
units of pi as a function of cg. The dashed lines represent (pi − relative phase) for negative cg. Lower
right panel: ratio of the total signal rate within a ±3ΓS window for a 750 GeV scalar, including both
resonance and interference contributions, over the naive resonance rate for the gg → S → tt¯ process,
see details in the text. For both lower panels, the CP-even and CP-odd cases are represented by the
red and blue lines, respectively, while the positive and negative values of cg are represented by the
solid and dashed lines, respectively. For all the figures, the new physics scale f is chosen to be 1 TeV.
proportional to the real part of the propagator. This is shown by the red and red, dashed
lines for cg = 10 and cg = −10, respectively. For negligible values of cg, for which the
top-loop dominates the production, the resulting lineshapes for the tt¯ signal are pure dips
as shown by the black curves for cg = 0. In the limit of large statistics, the bounds from
bump search and dip search could be treated more or less equivalently. However, in these
two limits, the constraints from the tt¯ resonance search should be interpreted with caution.10
10We note that the bump search itself is dominated by the systematic uncertainties and thus projections on
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A very different behavior occurs when the top-loop and heavy particle-loop contribution are
comparable, resulting in a bump-dip or a dip-bump structure, as shown in the blue lines and
blue dashed lines for cg = 1 and cg = −1, respectively. In such case, the smearing effects from
the tt¯ invariant mass reconstruction will flatten the dips and bumps in the lineshapes and
render the experimental search much more challenging, as we shall see in the next section.
In the lower right panel of Fig. 11 we plot the ratio of the total gg → S → tt¯ BSM
rate to the naive rate obtained from σ(gg → S) × Br(S → tt¯). The total rate includes the
interference effect and is defined by integrating the signal lineshape over the ±3ΓS region. In
this figure we show the ratios for a heavy scalar and a pseudoscalar, with both signs of cg,
with the same line coding as the lower left panel. For low |cg|, all cases are more of a dip
structure and this ratio could be as small as −1 (−0.7) for the pseudoscalar (scalar). For
sufficiently large |cg| ( > 5) , the signal is Breit-Wigner like and the ratio tends to be one
as expected. For cg around unity, large cancellations occur. Furthermore, the sign of cg also
plays a role in the exact value of cg for which this ratio approaches zero. The negative cg
usually requires larger values to be dominant, as the new physics contributions must first
cancel the real component from the top quark-loop. The ratio of the total gg → S → tt¯
BSM rate to the naive σ(gg → S)×Br(S → tt¯) rate provides a crude estimate of the current
collider constraints for a given 750 GeV scalar model in the tt¯ channel. One can divide the
current constraints on the tt¯ production rate, which neglect the interference effects, by the
absolute value of this ratio to obtain an estimate of the constraints on the total production
rate.
For the process of gg → S → V V and gg → S → aa, where V represents SM electroweak
gauge bosons (γ, W , Z) and a is the light particle that later fakes the photon, using σ(gg →
S) × Br(S → V V, aa) is appropriate for the total BSM effect because of the smallness of
interfering SM background. Still, the detailed lineshapes could be useful to determine the
properties of the scalar [58–60], although the effect is not very sizable and quite large statistics
is needed.
4 LHC Sensitivity
4.1 Signal and background considerations
The search for a new heavy scalar signal in the gg → S → tt¯ channel at the hadron col-
lider is challenging in various ways. The first challenge comes from the non-conventional dip,
bump-dip, or dip-bump structures for which the normal bump search is not optimized. The
second is related to the top-quark invariant mass reconstruction that smears the signal by a
large amount. The bump and dip become less pronounced due to events in the bump that
will populate the dip via mis-reconstruction of the invariant mass and vice versa. Indeed,
the fact that events in one region are interpreted as events in the other one produces the
this channel should be done in a careful way, otherwise, overly aggressive results can be obtained by blindly
assuming statistical uncertainty dominance. A detailed discussion follows in the next section.
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Figure 12. The total and statistical only bin-by-bin relative error as a function of the the tt¯ invariant
mass from the ATLAS 8 TeV analysis [61] shown in gray and blue histograms, respectively. For further
details, see the discussion in the text.
smearing that results in a reduced excess or deficit of events and diminishes considerably the
significance of the lineshape analysis. The third significant challenge is due to the systematic
uncertainty associated with the large production cross section of the SM top quark pairs,
which is the irreducible background for tt¯ resonance searches. The background cross section
starts to increase quickly once the process is kinematically allowed, reaching its peak at an
invariant mass near 400 GeV at 13 TeV LHC. In Fig. 4, we show that the background statis-
tical uncertainty (dashed gray contour) is very small compared to the systematic uncertainty
(solid gray contour) that hides the signal lineshapes. Consequently, reducing the systematical
uncertainty is a key task in order to achieve sensitivity in this channel. Due to the difficulties
just mentioned, the search for a new heavy scalar in the gg → S → tt¯ channel is basically not
constrained in the entire mass range slightly above the tt¯ threshold. In the following we shall
re-evaluate the above challenges considering various techniques, and discuss their impact on
the LHC reach.
The current result for a tt¯ resonance search performed by ATLAS [61] results in approx-
imately 8% (6%) smearing of the reconstructed tt¯ invariant mass distribution at around 400
GeV (1 TeV). For our regions of interest, the signal mainly lies in the resolved-topology se-
lection of the ATLAS search, for which the decay products of the hadronically decaying top
quark are expected to be reconstructed in three small radius jets, in contrast to the boosted
case. The resolved-topology is of relevance for our study since we focus on the phenomeno-
logically interesting region below one TeV. The CMS tt¯ resonance search at 8 TeV has similar
invariant mass resolution of around 10% [62].
In Fig. 1211 we show the current total uncertainty (gray band) and statistical uncertainty
11The numbers are obtained from the auxiliary material of the ATLAS analysis [61] available at http:
//hepdata.cedar.ac.uk/view/ins1373299. The current 13 TeV search has already shown better systematic
control [63] but the smallness of the systematics prohibits us from extracting the numbers accurately from the
plot. CMS 8 TeV analysis has similar but slightly worse systematic uncertainties [62].
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Table 1. Benchmarks for two LHC performance scenarios for the tt¯ lineshape search at 13 TeV,
motivated by current results from 8 TeV searches and assuming 30 fb−1 and 3 ab−1 of data, respec-
tively. Scenario A is based on a conservative assumption for the projected tt¯ invariant mass resolution
and systematic uncertainties, while Scenario B is based on a more aggressive assumption for both
experimental parameters.
∆mtt¯ Efficiency Systematic Uncertainty
Scenario A 15% 8% 4% at 30 fb−1, halved at 3 ab−1
Scenario B 8% 5% 4% at 30 fb−1, scaled with
√
L
(blue band) achieved by the ATLAS 8 TeV analysis [61]. The systematic uncertainty can be
controlled at the level of about 2% to 4% in the mass range between 240 GeV and 1 TeV.
This search exploits the large data sample available from the LHC by marginalizing the nui-
sance parameters that characterize the systematic uncertainties. The uncertainties derived
from this method use the data more extensively than other more traditional treatments. The
systematics for a lineshape search that correlates adjacent bins, such as the one we are con-
sidering in our study should be comparable or better than that of a single bin. Therefore
we expect that the systematic uncertainty values from the ATLAS study can be applied to
our analysis. With higher integrated luminosity, we expect that the systematic uncertainties
will improve. On one hand, the large amount of tt¯ events can be used to better understand
the detector performance and reduce the systematic uncertainties. On the other hand, the
large data set also means that one can afford a lower signal selection efficiency allowing for tt¯
events with higher quality in terms of invariant mass reconstruction accuracies and system-
atic uncertainties. Moreover, alternatively to the Monte-Carlo based method for background
modeling used by the ATLAS study, one could consider the widely used data driven back-
ground subtraction method that tends to improve with larger data sets. Many applications
of this method show great advantage in complex experimental environments. In addition,
development in the analysis techniques may help further reduce the systematics [64–66]. The
above arguments enable us to define scenarios for our study.
In Table 1, we consider two scenarios for the tt¯ lineshape search using the semi-leptonic
tt¯ sample. Scenario A is more conservative, both for the invariant mass resolution and the
high luminosity projection, while scenario B is more aggressive.12 Another relevant parameter
is the signal selection efficiency. We chose 8% signal selection efficiency (branching fraction
included) for Scenario A. For scenario B, instead, we consider a lower signal efficiency of 5%,
allowing for a possible more strict requirement on data quality to allow for more optimistic
assumptions on the smearing effects and the systematic uncertainties. As discussed earlier,
the current values of the systematic uncertainties can be as low as 2% with the LHC 8
12 In scenario B, we take an invariant mass resolution of 8% throughout the mass range, as quoted by
ATLAS. In scenario A we take a very conservative value of 15%, slightly above the value quoted by CMS.
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Figure 13. The binned differential distribution of the signal and background uncertainties in units
of pb/bin. The red histograms are the binned signal histograms after background subtraction with
the heavy scalar-top quark Yukawa coupling yt = 2. The blue and gray bands are the background
statistical uncertainties and total uncertainties after smearing and binning, respectively, for 3 ab−1 of
total integrated luminosity in the semi-leptonic channel for the performance scenario B. The left and
right panels show results for a heavy CP-odd scalar mass of 550 GeV and 850 GeV, respectively.
TeV data. We assume a flat 4% systematic uncertainty for the whole range 400−1000 GeV
at 30 fb−1. In Scenario A we assume the systematics being halved with the full HL-LHC
luminosity and in Scenario B we assume the systematics being scaled with the squared root of
the total integrated luminosity. We also choose a binning size of 5% of the scalar mass in the
tt¯ invariant mass distribution. In most cases the experimental search uses the full information
on each event, hence binning is not necessary. However, in our simplified statistical treatment
binning is important, and given the size of the smearing effect, we consider a bin size of 5%
of the scalar mass appropriate. For illustration purposes we show in Fig. 17 of the Appendix
the signal lineshape before and after smearing and binning, for the case of a pseudoscalar of
mass 550 GeV with a Yukawa coupling yt = 1.
As discussed in earlier sections, many models contain a heavy scalar with different features
and may also include two scalars of similar masses but different CP properties. The resulting
lineshapes are very diverse, depending on the relative phase, new contributions to the effective
gluon-gluon-scalar coupling and the precise separation between heavy scalar masses. As a
first step, we propose a search for a single scalar on the lineshape of the tt¯ system, performing
a template fit in the differential distribution of the tt¯ invariant mass.
In Fig. 13 we show, after smearing and binning, the resulting signal lineshapes for a CP-
odd scalar with masses of 550 GeV and 850 GeV, in the left and right panels, respectively, for
the baseline model with Yukawa coupling yt = 2. The signal distributions feature, as shown
by the red histograms, a bump-dip structure for the 550 GeV case and almost a pure dip
structure for the 850 GeV case. The statistical uncertainty and total uncertainty at 3 ab−1
are shown in blue and gray histograms for scenario B, respectively. As discussed in earlier
sections, the systematic uncertainty is the dominant effect and reducing it by upgrading the
detector, using data to calibrate the machine to the best achievable level, and improving the
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tt¯ system mass reconstruction are crucial for further improvements and possible discovery in
this channel.
Based on the distributions and uncertainties shown in Table. 1 and Fig. 13 and assuming
a null BSM result in the future data, we can project which region of BSM parameter space
can be probed. We calculate the significance squared of the lineshape in the (1 ± 0.25)mS
range, that is equivalent to considering a sum over 10 bins with a bin size of 5% of the scalar
mass
− log(p) =
∑
10bins
n2sig
nbkg + δ2sysn
2
bkg
. (4.1)
In the above, nsig is the number of signal events (could be both positive and negative), nbkg
is the number of background events and δsys is the systematic uncertainty. The p-value for
the signal is then the sum of the significance in quadrature of the bins in the mass window of
(1± 0.25)mS . This is the large background limit of the median expected significance for the
likelihood ratio, where we have dropped two small corrections of order |nsig|/nbkg and δ2sysnbkg
according to the Asimov approximation [67, 68]. This treatment basically corresponds to a
template fit in the invariant mass distribution of the tt¯ system. We then translate this p-
value into significance for a given signal model lineshape. We derive the projected limits as
a function of the parameter space for specific models by generating a grid of p-values and
finding (multi-dimensional) contours of 2σ exclusion. Generating a grid of signal lineshapes
with respect to model parameters is necessary for this search, even for the simplest baseline
model, since the lineshape is a combination of the interference part proportional to y2t and
the Breit-Wigner contribution that, when off peak, is proportional to y4t .
It is worth to highlight that in the region where the SM background shape departs from
simple polynomials, for example near the SM threshold peak around 400 GeV, additional
uncertainties on the shape will enter. Simulation driven background estimations may become
a better handle and different systematic uncertainties arise. In addition to considering data
driven estimation for the background, high precision SM calculations are evidently of great
importance. Indeed, in the case of sizable values of the heavy scalar width, there is important
interference between the signal and background at far off the peak, and this might change
the overall slope of the background estimation using side bands. Such effects could have an
impact on the sensitivity derived using the simplified procedure described in this study.
To summarize, in this section we propose to perform a lineshape search using the semi-
leptonic tt¯ channel in the resolved sample. We include the two leading effects, namely, smear-
ing and the background normalization systematic uncertainties, and adopt an approximated
statistical treatment given in Eq. (4.1). Further inclusion of the merged channel and other
decay modes in the tt¯ searches could improve the sensitivity, whereas the background shape
uncertainties may affect our sensitivity estimation and need to be taken into account in future
analyses.
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Figure 14. The projected 95% C.L. exclusion limits on the top quark Yukawa coupling of the CP-even
(left panel) and CP-odd (right panel) heavy scalar S at the LHC for the baseline model. The red and
gray lines correspond to the performance scenarios A and B, tabulated in Table. 1, and the regions
above the curves are excluded. The solid and dashed lines show results for an integrated luminosity
of 3 ab−1 and 30 fb−1, respectively. As an illustration, the shaded bands indicate a variation of 5%
in the required significance to derive the limits.
4.2 Projections in model space
In this section, we present the projected sensitivity of the gg → S → tt¯ lineshape search
in various model configurations, using the benchmark performance scenarios and statistical
method depicted in the previous section. We first show the exclusions in the baseline model
for a heavy CP-even or CP-odd scalar, while later on we discuss the sensitivities in various
scenarios of Type II 2HDMs.
In Fig. 14 we show the exclusion limit on the baseline model as a function of the heavy
scalar mass and its Yukawa coupling to the top quark. The left panel shows the result for a
CP-even scalar while the right panel is for a CP-odd scalar. The red and gray lines correspond
to the 2σ exclusion limit in scenarios A and B as specified in Table. 1, with the dashed and
solid lines corresponding to LHC 13 TeV at 30 fb−1 and 3 ab−1, respectively. The regions
above the lines are excluded for each specific scenario and integrated luminosities, as labeled
in the figure. To illustrate the effects of possible uncertainties in our statistical and binning
treatment, we present, as an example, shaded bands showing a variation of 5% in the required
significance to derive the limits. In both scenarios A and B, the heavy CP-even (CP-odd)
scalar in the baseline model can be excluded up to 450 (550) GeV for a Yukawa coupling yt = 3
at 30 fb−1. For the same value of yt and 3 ab−1, in Scenario A the reach increases to 650
GeV and beyond 1 TeV for the heavy CP-even and CP-odd scalars, respectively. In Scenario
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Figure 15. The 95% C.L. exclusion on the scalar mass–tanβ plane for a type II 2HDM, including
the effects of bottom quarks in the process. The regions below the curves are excluded. The result
for the CP-even and CP-odd scalars are shown in the left and right panels, respectively. The color
coding, lines and legends are the same as in Fig. 14.
B, the reach increases beyond 1 TeV for both a CP-even and a CP-odd heavy scalar for a
heavy scalar-top Yukawa coupling of yt = 1 at 3 ab
−1. One can also consider the sensitivity
for a fixed scalar mass at different luminosities and compare the exclusion reach in the heavy
scalar-top quark Yukawa coupling strength. For example, the limit improves from 4.5 to
2.5, and from 4.5 to 0.7, for a CP-even scalar mass of 550 GeV when luminosity increases
in scenario A and B, respectively. Comparing both performance scenarios, we observed that
with 30 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, they have comparable reach, because the differences
in signal efficiencies and energy resolutions compensate each other. However, the exclusion
limits in the more aggressive performance scenario B at 3 ab−1 yields a much better reach
than in the conservative case of scenario A. This demonstrates again the crucial role that the
systematic uncertainty plays in these projections.
Beyond the baseline model, we perform numerical studies for the Type II 2HDM including
the bottom quark corrections in both the production amplitudes and the decay widths. In
Fig. 15 we show 95% C.L. exclusion contours in the heavy scalar mass–tanβ plane. The
legends are the same as in Fig. 14, but in this case the regions below the curves are excluded.
For the CP-even scalar shown in the left panel, the reach in mass is only around 450 GeV
for most scenarios for tanβ = 0.5. This moderate reach is mainly due to the β2 suppression
factor and the smaller value of the loop function. The restricted reach for the CP-even scalar
case is only overcome in the more aggressive scenario B at 3 ab−1, probing mass scales up to
1 TeV. For the CP-odd scalar shown in the right panel, the exclusion reach is much better
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Figure 16. The 95% C.L. exclusion on the scalar mass–tanβ plane for two nearly degenerate
heavy neutral scalars in a Type II 2HDM with bottom quarks effects included. The results for the
CP-conserving and maximal CP-violating (θCP of pi/4) cases are shown in the left and right panels,
respectively. The color coding, lines and legends are the same as in Fig. 15.
in comparison with the previous case. Masses up to 450 GeV to 600 GeV can be probed for
tanβ = 0.5 in most scenarios. For the more aggressive performance scenario B, masses as
high as 1 TeV can be probed with 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. In all cases considering
just one new heavy scalar at a time the reach is limited to values of tanβ < 2, with the small
exception of MA around 400 GeV that can reach up to tanβ = 3. For the scalar mass near
the top-quark pair threshold below 400 GeV, the 2HDM reach for the CP-even scalar is worse
than the baseline model, and this is due to the tt¯ branching fraction suppression from the
scalar decays into bb¯.
Given that the two heavy scalar bosons often have nearly degenerate masses in many
2HDMs, In Fig. 16 we study such case and show both the CP conserving (left panel) and
maximal CPV (right panel) situations for the heavy Higgs sector in Type II 2HDM. For the
CP-conserving case, we assume a mass splitting between the two scalars as in the MSSM
following , and hence the reach is equivalent to that of a CP-conserving MSSM in the limit of
heavy squarks, in which both scalar signals simply add, as discussed in Sec. 3.1. For the CPV
case, we assume a constant splitting between the two scalars of 20 GeV, and a new interference
effect between the two scalars emerges. This effect slightly changes the projected limits. We
show the exclusion limits in the tanβ-mA (-mS2) plane for the CP conserving (violating)
case. The labels are the same as in Fig. 15. The reach increases to 480 GeV and 600 GeV for
tanβ = 0.5 with 30 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, for scenarios A and B, respectively. In the
HL-LHC environment masses as high as 1 TeV for tanβ = 0.5 and tanβ = 2 can be probed
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in scenarios A and B, respectively. Values of tanβ ' 4 may be accessible in the restricted
region of heavy resonance masses below 500 GeV.
5 Conclusions
Heavy scalars are well motivated in many extensions of the standard model. The typical
dominant production and decay mode of a heavy scalar at hadron colliders is via gluon fusion
with the subsequent decay to a top quark pair, gg → S → tt¯. In our baseline model for which
the ggS effective vertex is dominantly mediated by the top-quark triangle diagram, the signal
amplitude interferes with the SM background in a complex way. The total signal lineshape is
mainly driven by the behavior of the loop-function evaluated at
√
sˆ close to the heavy scalar
mass. As a result one can obtain a lineshape that behaves as a pure bump, a bump-dip, or
a pure dip structure depending on the value of the scalar masses. In many BSM models,
additional corrections come, for example, from non-trivial CP phases associated with the
heavy scalar, the existence of nearly degenerate scalars, or additional loop contributions from
stops or vector-like quarks. In this paper we study the relevant features of top pair production
from heavy scalars and evaluate the LHC physics potential in various BSM scenarios.
We first discuss the behavior of the loop-function and the resulting lineshapes in the
baseline model for a purely CP-even or CP-odd scalar, as well as a scalar that is a mixture of
CP eigenstates. We obtain different behaviors of the lineshapes parametrized by the additional
phases generated by the loop function of the triangle diagram. We consider the case of nearly
degenerate heavy scalars that may exist in a 2HDM, and show that their contributions add
to each other in the lineshapes, resulting in an enhancement of the features of the lineshape
structure and providing a good opportunity for detecting the signal. In the case where the two
quasi-degenerate eigenstates are CP admixtures, there is also a small additional interference
effect between them that further modifies the lineshape structure.
We also study BSM scenarios with additional heavy particles contributing to the gluon
induced loop function, such as scalar-quarks or vector-like quarks. We have analyzed different
illustrative scenarios: one in which the heavy particle contribution dominates over the SM top
quark one, and two others in which the new heavy particle effects are comparable or smaller
to those of the top quark. In the case that the heavy particle contribution dominates, the
lineshape is given by the standard Breit-Wigner resonance bump plus the off peak interference
bump-dip structure, which is proportional to the real part of the propagator. We exemplify
the above behavior for a vector-like quark model with VLQs heavier than half of the heavy
resonance mass. Examples of moderate or comparable effects to those induced by the SM
top quark loop are shown in the case of Supersymmetry. When the stops have a negligible
left-right mixing, their effects are just a small perturbation to the baseline model. In the
case of sizable mixing, instead, the stop loop may yield a visible contribution and change the
lineshape significantly.
We provide a study for the search of a heavy scalar with additional contributions to the
production process in the context of EFT. The specific lineshapes could play a crucial role in
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interpreting the results and projecting the discovery potential in the tt¯ channel. We find that
if a scalar mass is in the 700 GeV ballpark and the gluon-gluon-fusion process is dominantly
induced through top-quark loops, the resulting lineshape is a pure dip. If, instead, there are
contributions from additional heavy colored particles comparable to those of the top quark,
the resulting lineshape is a bump-dip structure, where large cancellations occur once smearing
effects are taken into account. We define a ratio of the total signal cross section, including
interference effects, to the naive signal cross section without interference, that serves as a
penalty factor in deriving a crude estimate of the collider limits for a heavy scalar particle
decaying to top quark pairs.
In the final part of this paper we study the LHC sensitivity to the tt¯ signal from heavy
scalars for two plausible LHC performance scenarios. The real challenge resides in the system-
atic uncertainties in this channel and one should make use of the large amount of accumulated
data to reduce them through a better detector calibration and advanced analysis techniques.
We propose to complement the normal bump search with a lineshape search that makes bet-
ter use of the bump-dip structure by counting both the excess and deficit as part of the BSM
signal. We present the results of our proposed lineshape search for various BSM cases. First
we consider a heavy scalar in the baseline model and show that a CP-odd scalar with a top
Yukawa coupling yt = 2 can be excluded at the 95% C.L. up to 500 GeV in both performance
scenarios with 30 fb−1 of data. The reach can be extended all the way up to 1 TeV for both
a CP-even and a CP-odd scalar, with a top Yukawa coupling as low as yt = 1, for the most
aggressive performance scenario with 3 ab−1. Next we consider 2HDMs for which the bottom
quark effects in the loop-induced production mode and the scalar total width become relevant
in the intermediate and large tanβ regime. We derive the expected 95% C.L. exclusion limits
for both the CP-even and CP-odd scalars in the tanβ-scalar mass plane. Considering one
heavy neutral Higgs boson at a time, values of tanβ of order 1 can be probed for the whole
mass range up to 1 TeV for the most aggressive performance scenario with 3 ab−1 of data. In
the case that the two heavy scalars are nearly degenerate in mass, we consider the combined
search of both particles decaying into tt¯ and show the improved 95% C.L. exclusion limits
both for the CP-conserving and CPV cases.
A few remarks before concluding: Other BSM searches, such as those involving color or
weakly interacting scalar octets may also profit from the discussions in this paper. More-
over, higher order corrections may affect the large destructive interference effects, due to the
possible reduction of the phase-space overlap between signal and background, as well as the
possible addition of new relative phases. For example, a next-to-leading-order study on the
2HDM [69] showed some distortions of the interference effects and a more detailed analysis
focussing on the specific changes due to the higher orders corrections will be of great interest.
Finally, there may be other observables for which the interference effects are reduced, pro-
viding additional information on the signal. For example, considering angular distributions
could provide additional sensitivity for the gg → S → tt¯ search. However, our preliminary
investigation of these observables shows very limited gain, in agreement with Ref. [15], mainly
due to large systematic uncertainties and smearing effects. Another useful handle could be to
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consider top quark polarization to reduce the background without significantly affecting the
signal.13 Provided higher statistics, polarization may also help to identify the CP properties
of the heavy scalar. We intend to further explore these points in a future study.
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Notes added: Upon the completion of this work, a study [71] on interference effects partially
overlapping with our discussion in Sec. 3.3 and a numerical study [72] focusing on the inter-
ference effects in the tt¯ channel in the framework of a 2HDM appeared. ATLAS has recently
published a conference note using the LHC 8 TeV dataset to search for heavy scalars in the
tt¯ channel with the interference effect taken into account [73]. The result shows comparabale
limits to our projections for the baseline model, however assuming a better systematic control
and a larger signal mass window.
A Additional Formulae and Benchmarks
The loop functions in Eq. 2.3 and Eq. 2.4 I 1
2
(τt) and I˜ 1
2
(τt) can be alternatively written as,
τt =
sˆ
4m2t
, β ≡
√
1− 4m
2
t
sˆ
=
√
1− 1/τt
f(τ) =
 arcsin
2( 1√
1−β2 ) , for τ ≤ 1,
−14
(
log 1+β1−β − ipi
)2
, for τ > 1
I1/2(τ) =
√
1− β2(1 + β2f(τ)), I˜1/2(τ) =
√
1− β2f(τ). (A.1)
Since the imaginary part of the loop functions come only from f(τ) when τ > 1, a direct
check using Cutkosky rules indicates that the coefficient in front of f(τ) for I(τ) should have
a factor β2 suppression with respect to the f(τ) coefficient in I˜(τ). Various closed-form loop
functions in this paper are cross-checked using the package Program X [74].
The energy-dependent heavy scalar partial width is,
Γq(sˆ)(S → qq¯) = 3
16pi
(y2qβ
2 + y˜2q )β
sˆ
mS
, (A.2)
13For some recent development and an overview of the top quark polarization tagger, see Ref. [70].
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with β ≡
√
1− 4m2qsˆ . The energy dependence of the width has negligible effect for the narrow
width case but becomes more relevant for the intermediate to large width case.
The tree-level expressions for the SM QCD parton level differential cross sections for the
tt¯ background are
dσˆ(gg → tt¯)
dz
=
piα2s
12sˆ
β
(
sˆ2
uˆtˆ
− 9
4
)
uˆ2 + tˆ2
sˆ2
dσˆ(qq¯ → tt¯)
dz
=
2piα2s
9sˆ
β
uˆ2 + tˆ2
sˆ2
(A.3)
where sˆ, tˆ, uˆ are the Mandelstam variables and z is the cosine of the scattering angle between
an incoming parton and the top quark. For collider analyses with detector acceptance, the
events from different regions of the phase space cannot be used in equal manner, especially
for light jets, we thus provide the differential distributions. However, as the top quark is not
very boosted and even forward events with z = ±1 can be detected, in practice, we integrate
z over the full range [−1, 1] in our simplified analysis.
For the scalar quarks the following abbreviations are used in the main text (in particular
Xu,d and Yu,d are defined in the alignment limit),
DuL =
1
2
m2W (1−
1
3
tan2 θW ) cos 2β
DuR =
2
3
m2W tan
2 θW cos 2β
DdL = −
1
2
m2W (1 +
1
3
tan2 θW ) cos 2β
DdR = −
1
3
m2W tan
2 θW cos 2β (A.4)
Xu = Au − µ
tanβ
Xd = Ad − µ tanβ
Yu =
Au
tanβ
+ µ
Yd = Ab tanβ + µ,
where θW is the Weinberg angle. The stop parameters used in Fig. 10 are,
zero LR mixing : mQ3 = 900 GeV,mtR = 400 GeV, Xt = 0
mh∗max : mQ3 = 900 GeV,mtR = 540 GeV, Yt = 2Xt = 3415 GeV (A.5)
and the corresponding stop mass eigenstates are,
zero LR mixing : mt˜1 = 436 GeV,mt˜2 = 916 GeV
mh∗max : mt˜1 = 433 GeV,mt˜2 = 987 GeV
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Figure 17. The blue line is the differential distribution for the signal before smearing and binning,
while the histograms are the same as defined in Fig. 13. The signal is chosen to be a 550 GeV
pseudoscalar with Yukawa coupling to the top quark, yt = 1.
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